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Preface

Green Finance
New concepts
New instruments
New alliances
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Dear readers,
Our motivation is clear: there has to be
a better way to tell stories about
climate change, stories that help
people understand what it's about.
For this we need profound, accessible
knowledge and the voices of those
who live it. And to make it tangible we
have to underpin storytelling with
practicable impact on the ground, with
solutions and opportunities. This
brings us to finance.

Against the backdrop of the UN
Climate Change Conference in
Glasgow (COP26) in November 2021,
we were happy to have speakers from
three continents (Africa, Europe and
North America) who reflected a wide
range of concepts and experiences.
Thus, we hope that the seminar and
this reader can help to put a stronger
focus on how to finance climate
action.

The immense challenges of global
climate change need huge, targeted
flows of capital and joint efforts with
government funding and private
investments. New alliances, new
instruments and new models are to
come, a world of new terminologies
and new buzzwords to take in.

Our approach is based on the concept
of constructive journalism, which we
aim to employ and promote for
reporting on climate, environment and
water issues. This was our second
international online seminar on
climate action and how to report on it,
establishing a tradition for us in
bringing together outstanding
international experts and people from
the media and civil society.

To help convey these developments
from a practical perspective,
constructify.media organised an
online seminar in December 2021
titled “Green Finance – A key to
climate action in the Global South”.
Our speakers helped us to gain both a
more nuanced and a more concrete
understanding of how finance has
been and can be mobilised for climate
action, especially for places that need
it most. One takeaway: the discourse
on green finance seems to be more
advanced internationally than in
Germany.

Here in this reader you can find our
speakers’ profiles with links to their
presentations, as well as an overview
of the concept of constructive
journalism, which we hope will serve
as an inspiration for journalistic work
on the subject of climate action.
We would like to thank our
speakers, all participants and the
Federal State of Bremen whose
funding enabled us to conduct the
seminar and to create this reader.
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Our Speakers
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After COP26 – How to mobilise
capital for green investments
Helen Avery
Director Nature Programmes and
GFI Hive at the Green Finance
Institute, London, UK
Helen Avery’s passion lies in driving
finance towards solving critical issues
such as biodiversity loss, climate
change and inequality. At the Green
Finance Institute, she oversees the
Institute’s initiatives to mobilise
private sector capital into naturebased solutions and conservation.
She also develops content to drive
forward the climate finance agenda,
including case studies and the
"Financing Nature" podcast.
She has worked in business and
finance journalism for more than
twenty years. Prior to joining
the Institute she was Sustainable
Finance Editor at Euromoney, heading
up global coverage of social and
environmental finance, impact
investing, conservation finance,
inclusive finance, and inclusion and
corporate responsibility. She began
her career as a reporter at
Investment & Pensions Europe (IPE)
Magazine and at International
Financing Review (IFR).

She volunteers with several
conservation organisations globally,
and is an advisory board member for
Virtual Enterprises International, an
educational nonprofit offering
students of all backgrounds
authentic and fulfilling business
experiences.
linkedin.com/in/helen-avery
greenfinanceinstitute.co.uk/gfihive
Download presentation (PDF):
constructify.media/green-financeavery
Watch presentation on YouTube:
ogy.de/0cm5
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Green Finance in sub-Saharan
Africa: Experiences from
Senegal and South Africa
Dr Jeremy Gorelick

He had leadership roles with
European banks on Wall Street
focusing on emerging markets,
including BNP Paribas and Dresdner
Kleinwort Wasserstein.

Senior Lecturer at Johns Hopkins
University, Baltimore, USA

linkedin.com/in/jeremy-gorelick
-66589014

Doctorate from University of Cape
Town in infrastructure finance in
sub-Saharan Africa

Download presentation (PDF):
constructify.media/green-financegorelick

Jeremy Gorelick is a development
economist with a geographic focus on
the global South and a passion for
creatively solving complicated
financial dilemmas. He is an
international thought leader on
climate finance with a wealth of
experience in combining international
expertise and on the ground realities
in different African countries. He has
successfully mobilised over USD 1.3
billion for urban infrastructure in
advisory role to public and private
governments.

Watch presentation on YouTube:
ogy.de/4w9b

He had consultancies to and
partnerships with governmental and
intergovernmental organizations in the
developing world, including work with
the United Nations, the World Bank,
the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation,
and other prominent organisations
known for leadership in their
respective field.
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Making Mobility Work for
Adaption to Environmental
Changes
Chumisa Thengwa
Deputy Head Biodiversity Protection
and Ecosystem Restoration,
eThekwini Municipality, South Africa
Sustainability & Climate Change
Governance, Professional Accredited
Assessor of Outcomes Based
Learning
Chumisa Thengwa helds a master’s
degree in environmental management
from the University of the Free State,
Bloemfontein, South Africa.
Prior to her current position she
worked for more than 10 years as a
senior manager for biodiversity impact
assessment and municipal compliance
at eThekwini Municipality.

linkedin.com/in/chumisa-thengwapr-sci-nat-30565711
Watch presentation on YouTube:
ogy.de/zfv2

She is an experienced manager with a
demonstrated history of working in
government administration, and is
skilled in the areas of climate change
governance, sustainable development,
environmental issues, environmental
compliance, sustainability, and water
quality.
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The Authors
Carol Haynes
Carol has nearly 20 years of
experience in adult education/training
and curriculum development, with a
focus on language and communication.
She has worked in New York City,
Bangalore and Bremen in both
business and academic settings with
learners ranging from low-income
socially marginalised groups to city
administrators to research scientists,
software developers and corporate
professionals. She has also been a
website developer and team lead
responsible for building capacity,
mentoring and developing new talent.
After completing her master’s degree
in European Studies at Hochschule
Bremen in 2016, she began working
as a communications consultant for
organisations in Bremen, including
four years with the non-profit BORDA
on numerous regional and
international PR projects promoting
decentralised water and sanitation
solutions.
linkedin.com/in/carolchaynes
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Christoph Sodemann
Christoph has a 30-year history as a
journalist and media expert with a
strong focus on media training. After
graduation from the University of
Bremen in German literature and
history, he published the book The
Laws of Apartheid in 1986. He worked
as an editor, reporter and presenter at

Radio Bremen for more than ten years.
In 1999, he founded his own TV
production house Südost-Medienagentur with branches in Bremen,
Belgrade, Chisinau and Sofia. SüdostMedienagentur conducted TV trainings
for young journalists from SouthEastern Europe, and produced films
for German TV (3sat/ZDF, Deutsche
Welle) as well as a business magazine
with a four-year run on Serbian state
TV RTS. From 2009 to 2011 he was
editor-in-chief of center.tv Bremen. He
is the founder of a Bremen-based PR
agency and was head of PR for five
years at BORDA, an NGO implementing
water and sanitation projects around
the world. During that time, he was
responsible for the communication of
the EU Horizon 2020 project INNOQUA,
and held media workshops on water
reporting in Jordan, Kurdistan/
Northern Iraq and Uzbekistan. Since
2012 he has been a lecturer in the
media department at the University of
Bremen.
linkedin.com/in/christophsodemann-55740523
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Constructive
Journalism
Introducing a solutionsoriented media concept
Definition of Constructive Journalism
“Constructive Journalism gives media
consumers a comprehensive view of an
issue (context, perspective, background
and understanding, nuances etc.),
inspiring them and facilitating public
debate around a better tomorrow. It
provides a more balanced perspective
of the world, covering not only violence,
death, conflict, failure or disaster but
also solution-oriented stories.
Editorial priorities for each day’s
news include selecting the stories that
can provide a more accurate and
fairer portrayal of the world we live in.”
European Broadcasting Union
www.ebu.ch/trainings/2017/11/
constructive-journalism

Why do we need it?

“Journalism is the filter between reality
and the perception of reality.
Comprehensive surveys demonstrate a
huge gap between facts and
populations’ perception of facts. In
2015, global analysis company Ipsos
Mori found that Italians believe almost
half of the Italian population to be
unemployed. However, unemployment
12

rates for 2014 equalled 12 percent.
Americans read and watch so many
stories about teenage pregnancies
that they believe every fourth woman
aged between 13 and 19 become
pregnant. The factual statistic is three
in a hundred.”
Ulrik Haagerup, Constructive News,
Aarhus 2019

In 2018, Swedish professor of
international health and statistician
Hans Rosling with his son Ola Rosling
and daughter-in-law Anna Rosling
Rönnlund published the book
Factfulness: Ten Reasons We’re Wrong
About the World – and Why Things Are
Better Than You Think.
In 2012, Rosling was listed as one of
Time Magazine’s 100 most influential
people in the world. He died in 2017.

The problem is that the picture is
wrong, because most news reporters
systematically ignore the facts which
do not fit into the traditional negative
news angle.”
Roland Schatz, Founder and CEO of
Media Tenor, a Swiss-based
international company doing analysis
on media content around the world
Source: Ulrik Haagerup, Constructive
News, Aarhus 2019

Rosling suggests the vast majority of
human beings are wrong about the
state of the world. He shows that his
test subjects think the world is poorer,
less healthy, and more dangerous than
it is. The authors do not target willful
distortions of the truth so much as
the tendency to base opinions on halftruths, negativist assumptions and
sheer ignorance. This tendency leads
people to give in to a number of what
the authors call ‘instincts’, which go
against good and sound judgment.
Media contributes a lot to half-truths
and negativist assumptions.
“Negativity is an illness caught by even
serious newspapers, magazines and
not least TV news broadcasters all
over the Western World. Our surveys
show that up to 60 percent of all news
stories deal with problems and things
that are wrong, depending on the
country and the media. …The problem
is not that their numbers are wrong.
13

The Concept of
Constructive Journalism
“Constructive journalism is an umbrella
term for journalism that includes the
investigation of solutions to problems.
This could range from being the primary
focus of a report to being just one
element in a report. You can think of
it as spectrum stretching from full-fat
solutions journalism to solutions-lite
stories.
Positive journalism is not the same as
constructive journalism. It is less serious
or rigorous and often tells stories of
heroes and individual events which don’t
have high significance to society – but
that’s not to say these stories don’t have
a useful role. Sometimes the distinction
can be blurred.”
“Constructive journalism is a solutionsfocused approach to news in which
reporters don’t just concentrate on
problems but also examine solutions.
Rather than merely investigating
what’s going wrong in the world, they
explore what’s going right – and why.
Constructive journalism isn’t about
ignoring negative news or covering fluffy,
feel-good stories. It’s rigorous reporting
about responses to social problems
showing what people are doing to tackle
important issues.”
accountablejournalism.org/ethics-codes/theexpress-guide-to-constructive-journalism
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 onstructive Journalism takes
C
journalism’s democratic function
seriously, building on the idea that
journalism is a feedback mechanism
that helps society self-correct. It
holds, however, that awareness about
a problem is unlikely to bring about
corrective action.
 onstructive Journalism, therefore,
C
seeks to facilitate public debate not
only around important problems,
but also around possible solutions to
improve the quality and the tone of
public discussions.
Ulrik Haagerup: Constructive News,
Aarhus 2019
Advocates also argue that constructive
journalism presents a more accurate
reflection of the world by telling the
whole story, that it can increase trust
in journalism because people see
themselves more honestly reflected
in the news, and that it makes it more
likely that people will get involved in
responses to problems. They also say
it increases accountability of those in
power and has more impact in bringing
about change.
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State of
the Media

When it bleeds
it leads
Bad news
is good news
Where is
the conflict?
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Crisis Reporting
– but no solutions
This BBC article is a
typical example of crisis
reporting. The author
quotes many experts
and did detailed
research on water issues
in the region, concluding
with a quote from the
Russian analyst Andrei
Kazantsev: “The most
optimistic scenario is
that things stay as they
are. The most
pessimistic one is
complete catastrophe
and the emergence of a
string of failed state.”
But what is missing
completely in the article
is any mention of the
many initiatives in the
region (on interstate
and state level, on
expert and civil society
level) that address the
water issues with
solutions, concepts and
meaningful actions for
overcoming existing
problems.
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The Three Pillars of
Constructive Journalism

 The Angle
Not only expose the
problem, but also look
for possible solutions
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 The View
Strive for the best obtainable
version of the truth.
See the world with both eyes.

 The Role
Engage and facilitate
debate, including people
in the community
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Different Concepts
of Journalism and Its Impact
Breaking

Investigative

Constructive

Time

Now

Yesterday

Tomorrow

Goals

Speed

Blame

Inspiration

Questions

What, when

Who, why

What now, how

Style

Dramatic

Critical

Curious

Role

Police

Judge

Facilitator

Focus

Drama,
Conflict

Crooks,
Victims

Solutions,
Best Practice

Source: Constructive Institute 2017

Key Questions for
a Solution-oriented Story
i Who has a similar problem ?
i What did they do to solve it ?
i Can we learn from their experiences ?
i Who, what, when, where, why…

  and
i How, so what?
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It’s Solutions Journalism if it…
 F
 eatures not just a person, but a
response to a problem and how it
happened
 P
 rovides available evidence of
results, looking at effectiveness
– not just intentions
 S
 eeks to provide insights that can
help others to respond, too – not
just inspiration

Asking for a
solution is the
key question
of constructive
journalism.
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Tools for a Solution Story
(according to Grüner/Sauer)
Five questions
for planning your topic

Reader perspective – guidelines
i Explain it to me, so I understand it

Why is it a problem?

i Orient me, give me context

Why does it need a solution?

i Inspire me

Why is it important for our

i Update me

audience?

Why now?
Why with these protagonists?

i Show me a perspective
i Give me a choice

Getting more transparency
for your story

Who benefits from the problem ?
Who benefits from a solution ?
Who loses ?

Which stakeholders are involved ?
What is the problem description
based on ?

What do we know?

What don‘t we know?
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Presentation on YouTube:
ogy.de/f21y

constructify.media
ticks differently.

We know and name crises and

conflicts. But we do not stop at
analysing the status quo.

We also ask questions about the

future. Where are the solutions
for a problem? Who are the actors
seeking those solutions – and
implementing them?

Climate change and environmental
degradation demand answers – for the
survival of mankind and the well-being
of the earth. Journalists and the media
have a responsibility to ask for these
answers, and to show what needs to
be done and is feasible to do.
23

Green finance
seminar reader
useful links
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constructify.media green finance seminar panel discussion
An open discussion between speakers and audience (speaker
presentation links on pages 7-9)
ogy.de/z6qr (video on YouTube)
Constructive Journalism Institute
constructiveinstitute.org
Solutions Journalism Network
solutionsjournalism.org
EU Taxonomy for Sustainable Activities: An EU-wide
classification system to direct investments towards sustainable
projects and activities; see the Taxonomy Compass
ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/banking-and-finance/
sustainable-finance/eu-taxonomy-sustainable-activities_en
South Africa Sustainable Finance Initiative: Technical paper on
financing a sustainable economy (overview in media statement)
sustainablefinanceinitiative.org.za
C40 Cities: eThekwini Municipality Climate Story Map (Durban)
c40.org/case-studies/ethekwini-story-map
COP26 Outcomes: clean energy, financing forests, innovating
agriculture, mainstreaming nature in banking, locking in private
capital commitments, supporting a just transition to net zero
ukcop26.org/the-conference/cop26-outcomes
Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero (GFANZ)
gfanzero.com
UN Environment Programme Finance Initiative (UNEP FI)
unepfi.org
Institute for Security Studies (Africa)
issafrica.org
Climate Policy Initiative
climatepolicyinitiative.org
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